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Backgrounds on ReBorn Energy 

Current Energy crises and pollutions are due to exhaustion of energy source 

caused by wasting fuels. The inevitable wastes after burning fuels and Ecocide are 

destroying the self-purification capacityon earth. 

The entire world is exerting every effort on exploitation sources like solar 

radiation, Wind power, and Biomass costing astronomical amounts of money, but 

there is no true solution so far. What’s worse is that the case remains, that we still 

need to figure out new-energy situation, which is able to handle proportional 

wastes after burning resources even if we make an exploitation on Renewable 

energy. 

For these structural limits, we are suggesting thatthe independent solutions 

dealing with purification technology, which resolved accumulated energy issues 

beyond defective Renewable energy policy. 

The very solutions composed of no wastes or detrimental chemicals are “Omega 

drying technology without dehydration” and “Water treatment by WASTEP Z-AMT” 

which is able to handleproportional wastes and sewage with the least cost, 

developing new energy source through eco-friendly disposals and the thermal 

energy by original combustion technology. 

We are certainly sure of stepping forward to the era of energy prosperity by 

achieving “virtuous cycle between energy and wastes” which contributes to 

humankind.   

 

 



Current situation in energy market over the world 

Though a rate of increase in demanding energy over the world is slow, the 

energy demand in 2040 is expected to rise about 30%. This is the same amount 

of adding up the energy demand of China and that of India as of right now. It is 

based on annual average 3.4% on economic growth, rapid urbanizationon the 

same level as Shanghai every 4 months. 

<Expectation on Primary energy demand in 2040 by a new policy scenario> 

 

It is showing that India is going to be the main contribution(=30%) due to 

increasing importance of India and Southeast Asia. In 2040it would reach about 

11% eventually by countries and areas. 

Furthermore Southeast Asia, driving global energy demand rising, is expected to 

be double as fast as china in demand. 

Afterall, developing countries around Asia would comprise two thirds of whole 

the world’s energy demand rising. And the rest rising is going to be occupied by 

Africa, South America, Middle East. 

<Changes in energy demand(2016~2040) 



 

The oil growth is expected to be slow but The oil demand is increasingly going to 

rise until 2040 because of production of chemical products despite the rapid 

supplying electric car. 

<forecast supplying in electric car><changes in oil consumption> 

 

Oil consumption in trucks, aeroplanes, ship is expected to increase. Regulation on 

fuel efficiency is adapted 80% to world car sales, trucks are effected only 50%. 

Accelerating to develop tight oil from USA and transition to electric cars are likely 

to effect on oil price low constantly. – low oil price scenario is forecasted to 

maintain at 50~70$ a barrel for tremendous amount of tight oil(200 billion barrel), 

cost reduction through digital technology involving supplying 900 million electric 

cars by 2040. 

< Forecast in crude oil import price by scenario> 



 

Demand in natural gas is predicted to rise 45% by 2040, in part of electricity and 

mostly in industry. 

Natural gas is occupied with a fourth in worldwide energy demand, leading 2nd 

importance behind the oil. 

Also, 80% of gas demand growth in worldwide is going to rise in developing 

countries like China, India and Southeast Asia.  

<Reference : Energy forecast scenario by IEA> 

Currency Police Scenario : it considers policiesonly adopted officially by the mid-

2016. 

New Policies Scenario : it considers policies including not unveiled policies which 

has chance to effect on : The main Scenario of this report. 

Sustainable Development Scenario : it considers policies which attribute to 

sustainable development objective related with energy by UN. 

These countries are going to expand gas demand as gas is offering heat, 

electricity, transportation costing lower wastes than any other fuels. 

*Conditions to import high cost transportation and substandard gas infra 

-However in mid-2020 renewable energy would be more economic source than 

gas cost, gas has to be challenged by coal and renewable energy at the same 

time. 



Renewable Energy is going to account for 40% in future energy demand growth. 

Rapid growth of renewable in electricity is expected to shut down the ear of coal 

power. Contrary to last 25 years, renewable energy and natural gas would fill up 

the increasing energy demand. Accordingly, lots of countries will take renewable 

energy as the highest power supply for consumption and it will drive two-thirds 

of global investment in renewable energy. 

In case of EU, the 80% of capacity to power generation facility is occupied with 

renewable energy. Thus the wind power is expected to be the biggest power 

supply in 2030 by virtue of rapid growth in wind power. 

Policies for expanding renewable energy will continue globally, the competitive 

bids can be used as substitute for FIT(Feed-in Tariffs) gradually. Also, rapid growth 

in decentralized solar energy generation by millions of households, communities, 

corporations is expected to accelerate transition in electricity. 

<Importance of renewable energy in generation> 

 

The growth of renewable is not limited only in electricity, renewable energy 

consumption is expected to be doubled in heating system and transportation. 

*in case of Brazil, the importance of (directly or not) renewable energy is 

expected to rise from 39% to 45% until 2040 in final energy consumption.  

 

(Coal) Since 2000 by now, net increase amount of coal fired thermal power 

generation is reaching about 900 GW but it would decrease about 400 GW until 



2040. 

 In case of India, Importance of coal in power mix is expected to 

decrease from 75% to less than 50% in 2016 to 2040. 

 As shortage of largely commercialized technology for collecting・

storage of carbon, coal consumption over the world would stay at the 

present level. 

(Energy efficiency) is going to be a key to reduce difficulty in way of supply for 

increasing energy consumption. 

*If there is no improvement in energy efficiency, final margin of increase will be 

60%, not 30%. 

(energy accessibility)Possibility to achieve universal access of electricity is low only 

by the present effort even high attention by global community. 

At the same time, missions of increasing accessibility to clean cooking are harder. 

People with no accessibility to electricity by 2030 are reaching about 675 million 

by new policy scenario (More than 90% of these are living in south of Saharan, 

Africa), It’s lower than 1.1 billion for present still very high figures. 

<Population with no use of electricity and clean cooking> 

 

Population depending on traditional biomass, coal, lamp oil for cooking fuel is 

expected to be reaching 2.3 bilion(2.8 billion for now). So air pollution by 

contaminate fuels from household induce 280 million people dead per year. 



*Women are going to be spending huge time for gaining fuels rather than 

creative works. 

(Air pollution)Air pollutants emission quantity is expected to decrease gradually 

with political attention heightened for quality of the air, it still remains as a crucial 

matter in healthy aspect. The early deceased is going to rise 3 million for now to 

more than 4 million in 2040 per year globally by new policy scenario. 

-This is because aging population is vulnerable to effect of air pollution and 

collective exposures to pollutants from transportation. 

(CO2 emission) The recent growth of CO2 emission is slowdown but it is expected 

to rise gradually by 2040 according to scenario. 

The CO2 emission(35.7t) in 2040 decrease about 600 million of tons rather than 

in 2016(36.3t) by scenario. 

<Regional pace of CO2 emission growth by new policy scenario> 

 

The CO2 emission of china is predicted to reach the peak at 9.6t slightly more 

than the present in 2030, and decrease gradually after that. 

The growth of emission is going to end up about 5% in development part even if 

the worldwide electricity consumption increases 60%, GDP grow 125% until 2040. 

The CO2 emission of transportation for oil consumption is expected to catch up 

the emission of coal-fired thermal power in 2040, and that of industry is going to 

rise 20%. 



 

Missions 

-Solutions to energy & environment crisis 

By virtuous cycle of energy 

-Inevitable wastes after using energy and sewage are reused by becoming fuels. 

(Renewable energy) Wastes including combustibles, retardants, and 

nonflammables complete the virtuous circle of energy by making themselves as 

fuel. Traditional way of reclaiming process, landfill and sea dumping would be 

unnecessary with no coals and nuclear energy at the same time. 

 

Use of energy virtuous cycle 

Wastes should not be expired but exchange to energy source. 

Future (virtuous cycle) recycling (Cham fuel), energy use, wastes/sewage 

-Applying Cham A 



Cham A system is supplying plentiful energy with resolving environment 

pollution completely by generating energy from all wastes and sewage 

sludge. However fossil fuel destroys environment in developing or use. 

Cham A system can shorten travel distance and staying time by 

immediately operating unit facilities wherever wastes are gathered. Cham A 

system recycles all kinds of sewages as a eco-friendly functional water. The 

energy of Cham A purifies the environment as much as it used 

proportionally with no pollution. 

Energy from Cham A system has proportional 

Certificated Emissions Reduction (CER) as it is a renewable energy. It means 

that somewhere applying Cham A system earns CER. In other words, it is 

guaranteed economically in using energy. There would be nothing without 

using energy. 

Once Cham A system technology is applied, landfills and sea dumping 

disappear because sewages are processed perfectly. 

Environment of region applied Cham A system has no additional pollution 

as stacked pollution is getting more clean. Competitiveness of nation / 

company / region operating Cham A system is improved enormously. 

Cham A system perfectly is the only key for energy & environment’s crisis 

and drives advanced daily lives. 

 

 



Business outline 

-Core technology in Cham A system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technology of converting wastes to energy is a global dilemma costing 

astronomical amount of money to be improved among nation, company and 

individuals. Though a bunch of technologies has come out, There is no 

satisfactory result yet meeting with environment performance and competitive 

position. 

-Core dilemmas of converting wastes to energy 

1. How can wastes be dried with the least cost? 

2. How can wastes be converted all without landfill / incineration / sea dumping? 

3. How can sewages be reduced without chemicals? 

4. How can stench be reduced to care civil complaints? 

This is why the Cham A system is a high core technology handling dilemmas in 

point of environment performance and economic balance. 

 

-Omega drying technology without dehydration 
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-WASTEF (Fuel composition booster) 

WASTEF is a booster combining wastes, heating catalyst, controlling the 

percentage of water content 

Composition of WASTEF 

- It is consisted of various sources in nature. 

- It can be produced massively, made up of low cost natural materials which are 

affordable. 

- it is made in diverse ways depending on what kind of wastes converts to solid fuels. 

- Any kinds of wastes can be converted to solid fuels with only WASTEF 

 

 

Core functions of WASTEF 

1. Combinatorial catalysis in wastes : Any kind of wastes are converted to solid fuels. 

2. controlling the percentage of water content 



Waste whose the percentage of water content is 80~90% drops to 40~50% after 

mixing WASTEF. This is not a arithmetical decrease but a new technology which 

accelerates rapid drying by various energy source in mixing/drying process to break 

massive complex floating molecule.  

3. Deleting stench 

Functional materials ban the resource of stench in WASTEF. It is delivered to 

exchange Ion, adsorption, offsetting, disassembling, oxidation, substitution for effects 

of deodorization. 

4. Accelerating heating 

It is delivered to maintain more than 4,000kcal and burning time continuously. 

-Water treatment by Z-AMT 

The independent technology of Chamhana AMED water treatment without 

chemicals 

1. No chemicals for water treatment 

Any kinds of chemicals like polymers, surfactants, Phregulator are never used. AMED 

invented by independent researches is used only to deal with non-degradable 

organic materials. 

2. All sludge is converted to solid fuel, not emitted outside. 

All sludge after processing AMED water treatment is never emitted outside for 

converting to solid fuel with high quality on the spot. 

3. Achieving sewage treatment technology with low cost 

Use of cheap water treatments made of natural materials, high speed 

physicochemical process 

, and converting sludge to energy achieve the sewage disposal with extremely low 

cost. 

- For instance : water stacked with garbage is handled less than COD50 with 10 

million won a ton for facility, 4 thousand to 10 thousand won a ton for treatment 

cost within only 3 days 

Technicalcomparison : in part of treatment of sewage 



Highly enriched sewage : effluent / garbage / industry / livestock and so on 

 

- Development combining with low capacity heat 

Cham fuel, is the key of dilemma (development combining with low capacity 

heat). 

- Using Cham fuel created by wastes purifies regional environment 

- Strong on disaster and breakdown relatively 

- Minimize transmission loss by a near low-tension current transmission 

- No danger of accident, no destroying environment, no investment loss for facility 

- Efficient use of the rest thermal energy nearby 

- Innovative improvement in managing payability for low capacity power plant 

- High secure of bargain price for low capacity plant’s fuel 

- Shortening of period for construction and cost cutting by standardizing power 

plant 

- Secure competitiveness with general high capacity power plant 

- Acquire proportional CER for renewable energy 



 

 

Using Cham fuel needs to change into the decentralized technology combining 

with heat low capacity 

Special advantage of Cham fuel consisted of Omega drying technology without 

dehydration, WASTEF (Fuel composition booster), Z-AMT technology by AMED 

water treatment 

- Low cost (less than 60% coal’s customer price)   

- recycled to be water treatment or soil improvement by dusts 

- solid fuel ( mainly pallet or granule ) 

- higher calories (4000~5500kcal/kg) more than hard coal 

- purifying environment as much as being used 

- acquiring CER as much as being used 

- No firing smoke, less chemical gas than coal 

- 300 degrees Celsius of ignition which is lower than coal 



iBusiness strategy and direction 

Business area  

1. Expectations (technical and economic impacts on related industries, etc.) 

At present, energy recycling systems around the world generate secondary waste and 

waste water 

 

However, Cham A system is a new concept that is developed as a unique model to 

solve the energy and environmental crisis of mankind by achieving a virtuous cycle 

structure of energy and waste by energizing all secondary waste and waste water. 

※ Economy: Cost effective on materials, operating costs, required area 

※ Technology: Unique source technology in energy environment 

※ Efficiency: generates more than 4,500kcal / kg of energy with incombustible wastes 

without waste water discharging 

※ Environment: The technology that cleanse the global environment as you use it. 

※ Applicability: Applicable to all fields requiring energy 

※ Prospect: Outstanding alternative to solve the upcoming energy and environmental 

crisis 

※ Energy saving in the whole amount at low cost: The best alternative to overcome 

energy and environmental crisis 

※ Perfectly processing every local wastes in minimum cost, minimum time. 

※ Applicable not only in waste treatment, but also in industrial fields. 

 

“Unique model to solve the energy crisis” 

“Virtuous cycle structure of energy and the waste” 

“Best answer to solve environmental and energy crisis” 



2. World energy status  

※ 3R to 4R policy: Establishment of "natural circulation management system" 

through waste energy conversion  

• The basic goal of the waste policy is to establish a resource recycling waste 

management system that reduces waste generation itself, maximizes reuse and recycling 

of generated waste, and environmentally safe disposal of unavoidable waste. 

• To realize the vision for "Low Carbon Green Growth" announced, we focused on 

building a resource recycling management system through the 4R policy added from the 

existing 3R policy Reduce, Recycle, Energy Recovery. 

 Among the basic goals of "Low Carbon Green Growth", we plan 10% of the 20% target 

rate of long-term supply to expand the use of "renewable energy" with the waste energy 

conversion business. 

※ 20,491 tons of marine waste per day (748,000 tons / year): Need urgent solution  

• According to a national report, total waste generated in 2006 was 318,928 tons/day 

consisted of domestic waste: 48,844 tons/day, construction waste: 168,985 tons/day, 

waste in workplace : 101,099 tons / day  

• Among these statistics, marine emission was 20,491 tons / day, consisted of 7,100 tons 

/ day for livestock manure and 9,487 tons / day for organic resources (2,507 tons / day 

for sewage sludge, 5,464 tons / day for wastewater treatment sludge, 1,516 tons waste 

lime dust etc) 5,420 tons / day for waste water.  

Since the London Convention will prohibit the marine dumping since 2012, there is an 

urgent need for measures in each country. 

※The target to convert 12.18 million tons / year of waste into energy by 2020 

 • By 2012, 31% (3.8 million tons / year) of the available waste (12.8 million tons / year) 

has been converted into energy by burning waste heat (12.8 million Gcal / year) and 

landfill gas / Day), and by 2020, the total amount of available waste (12.18 million tons / 



year) is set as energy.  

• Each country’s own waste management paradigm for environmental protection is 

changing from 2E Goal to 3E Goal. 

Classification Old waste management New waste management 

Development strategy Waste-energy separation 

approach (micro approach) 

Waste-energy integration 

approach (macroscopic 

approach) 

Growth engine Recycling/Conserving 

resources 

Potential energy 

development/Securing new 

resources 

Approach Reduction, recycling Zero Wasters & Co2 

reduction 

Nation Goal Creating a comfortable 

living environment by 

waste treatment 

Establishing a resource 

recycling-oriented society 

base 

 

 

※ Waste energy converting base expansion plan 

• Expanding 57 facilities including flammable waste solidification (RDF) facilities and 

power generation facilities, sewage sludge drying, solid fuel conversion facilities, waste 

water, organic synergy biogasification and power generation facilities 

• Expansion of 27 landfill gas recovery facilities (214 ㎥ / min.) And 42 incineration heat 

recovery facilities (630,000 Gcal / year) in the municipal landfill 

• Construction of waste energy towns by the four major regions of the country (Central, 

East, Honam, Yeongnam) 

 

3. Expectation 

• Economic effect: Creating economic value of 1.337 trillion \ per year and actively 

coping with climate change agreements 

• Societal and environmental effects: create more than 17,000 jobs, reduce environmental 

burdens, resolve civil complaints, eliminate the NIMBY (not in my back yard) 



phenomenon, and prohibit marine emissions which contributes to coping with 

international problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business Information 

1. What is “Cham A system” 

 • "New concept energy technology that converts all waste into solid fuel 

• New concept of “combusting system” that generates all sorts of energy (heat / 

electricity energy) with special combust. 

•New concept of “environmental water treatment” technology that can handle every 

waste water. (even into edible water) 

2. Application of “Cham A system” 

Classification Energy targets Application markets 

waste All kinds ofwaste and sludge that are 

landfilled and marine dumped. 

Waste water sludge, 

livestock manure, food 

waste 

Waste left without treatment 

 

Waste coal, waste lime, 

sediment  sludge 

Waste water All waste water discharged according 

to emission standards 

Waste leachate, dyeing 

wastewater, livestock 

wastewater occurrence site 

“Cham A system” is a new technology that can realize the energy converting 

system of either flammable and nonflammable wastes thereby exceeding the 

government's goal of promoting waste energy with low cost rate. 



 

3. Z-AMT method of Chama A system 

"Z-AMT technology" is a part of Cham A system, which treats highly wasted water 

with new molecular decomposition method into edible level of clean water with self-

purification ability and also converts sludge into fuel with Cham A system.  

 

 

4. Cham Fuels - waste solid fuel 

 

• Cham Fuels is a technology that converts waste no matter its kind, shape and 

appearance into solid fuel that is combustible. 

• It blends special powder and non-combustible waste with food waste, waste water, 

sludge waste, livestock manure and waste coal, various sludge, etc, and converts them 

into fuel. 

• This is a "new concept waste solidification fuel source technology" that made it 

possible to use any kind of waste as an energy source. 

 

 

 

 



5. Comparison of New concept “Cham Fuels” 

 

coal previous RDF Cham Fuels 

Main fuel anthracite 

Only combustible 

waste 

(waste paper/clothing/ 

Waste woods/ 

petrochemical waste)  

Combustible/incombustible 

waste 

(food waste/waste coal/lime 

waste/ 

Waste sludge/live stock 

manure) 

Usage Heating Auxiliary fuel 
Main fuel (for generating 

power) 

Pollution 
Pollution inducing/ 

residue 

Pollution inducing/ 

residue (non-

degradable) 

Non-pollution / all the 

residue is recycled 

Caloric 

value 
5,000kcal/kg 4,000kcal/kg More than 4,000kcal/kg 

Cost(KRW) 

170/kg 

(government support) 

25/kg (100~200kg/H) 50/kg (10~20kg/H) 

Facility 

cost 
Certified company 

High cost(100million 

KRW/ton) 

Low cost(less than 10million 

KRW/ton) 

remarks briquettes/uncomfortable 
Available only to large 

factories 

Small scale installation 

available such as farming / 

fishing village / small 

business 



6. Future of Cham Fuel 

• The principle of the ‘Manufacturing technology of Cham fuels’ is to combine the 

wastes of different properties and to mix the special powders so that the combined 

wastes can be burned well 

.• Cham Fuel powder is not a chemical substance or a combustion promoter. It is a 

natural substance that helps the combustion by mixing well-different wastes. It is a 

substance that enables stabilized role of solid fuel. 

• The powder does not have a uniform formula, but it varies depending on the type of 

waste to be processed. Molding and drying operations can be made in a variety of ways 

depending on the type of pellets and various molding machines’ shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Comparision between coal and RDF 

 

coal previous RDF Cham Fuel 

fuel anthracite combustible waste 
Combustible/incombustible 

waste 

Usage Heating/ main fuel 
Auxiliary fuel (limited 

demand) 

Main fuel (industry-wide 

support) 

Pollution 
Pollution inducing/ 

residue 

Pollution inducing/ 

residue (landfill) 

Non-pollution (residue is 

recycled) 

Caloric value 5,000kcal/kg 4,500kcal/kg(irregular) 4,500kcal/kg 

Manufacturing 

Cost  

90KRW(100kg/h input) 
Less than 50KR(20kg/h 

input) 

Dedicated 

burner  

High cost Low cost 

 

8. Cham Fuel caloric value analysis 

 

 



9.  Applicable technology and features 

※Technology innovation 

• Nonflammable waste as fuel - solve environmental and energy problems at the same 

time 

• Recognition of fuel and combustion techniques - Expanding the range of fuels beyond 

the fossil fuels 

• Achieving low-cost energy sources - Aid energy poverty and drastically reducing 

national energy costs among all industries 

 

※Features 

• Facility cost and operating cost are inexpensive – not an extra big plant. 

• No need for new landfill, incinerator, waste water disposal plant – Utilize existing facility 

as energy production plant 

• 1 Step Handling - can be processed at once without moving the place 

(Waste fuel conversion + wastewater treatment + generating hot wind, hot water, 

electricity) 

• 4 Step Incomings - Lowest cost of resource production by reverse payment method 

(Waste disposal cost + wastewater treatment cost + fuel sales + electricity sales) 

• Solve greenhouse gas concerns because no pollution gas is generated - secure carbon 

emission rights 

• Convenience of resource supply - waste is continuously generated: which is resource 

material for generating energy 

• A sligtest amount of combustion residue after combustion is an eco-friendly 

component, 

• Can be used by anyone from home to industry-wide business.. 

 

※Technology applicability 

•Applicable to various waste resource markets - Wastewater sludge, livestock manure, 

food waste conversion, etc. 

•Each technology can be commercialized individually - Cham Fuel, Z-AMT, sirocco, Hot 

water boiler, ventilation… 

• Cham A system can be installed in existing power plant / incinerator / landfill / 

sewage disposal plant and partially installed. 

 



※ Establishing new concept of energy use system 

• Realization of an energy virtuous cycle system that reuses different types of energy 

sources 

• Realized a distributed energy use system that produces and uses heat and electricity 

directly in the field 

• Unnecessary for a new place. Existing wastewater treatment plant can be used as an 

energy production plant 

• Utilized as a main heat source and leftover heat or electricity can create profit. 

 

 

 

 



 



Re Born Energy Bloc Overview 

ReBorn Energy Bloc (Aka. RBE) block-chain all the information including collection, 

transfer and processing of every domestic food waste, livestock manure, industrial waste 

so that the complete transparency from the generation stage to the disposal of wastes is 

prevented.  

 

The block chain system will be applied and used with the technology of “Chamhana 

System” to solve global environmental and energy crisis. The value of RBE will be greatly 

appreciated because it can become a bridgehead that can be positioned as a global 

leader in the green-technology area.. 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) sunique payment solution “ReBorn Platform” 

The smart total platform solution "ReBorn Platform" is separately manufactured to meet 

the needs of each country in the world, and it is equipped with encryption currency 

ReBorn Energy (RBE), as well as "ReBorn Pay Platform", a personalized electronic wallet 

based on a complete system that is synchronized and used as a ReBorn PAY for 

purchasing goods or services 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) inherits ReBorn Energy (RBE) value as the global first real economy 

synchronous encryption currency that is synchronized with "ReBorn Platform" growth. 

The "ReBorn Platform" is a finance and a lifestyle that is closely linked to user’s daily life. 

Therefore, we plan to develop more financial services to better enhance the value of 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) and to associate it with the "ReBorn Platform". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Values predictionof ReBorn Energy 

ReBorn Energy as an alternative currency 

 ReBorn Energy following ERC20 security system reflects all the member’s efforts in 

network. 

 Additionally, The fact that ReBorn Energy and ReBorn platform are connected is going 

to contribute eventually virtuous cycle of real economy by reflecting virtues of RBE with 

based on liquidity of actual assets by “ReBorn platform”. 

 ReBorn Energy growing potentiality as a currency 

 The biggest problem of the encryption currency is that there is no 

centralized being guaranteeing the value of the money, and the question 

of whether it can function as an alternative currency can not be 

protected against various accidents or value fluctuations. . 

 RBE may also initially not be free from these limitations in terms of user 

perception of encrypted currency, but at least by adding procedures to 

demonstrate asset value within a block-chain network, we will try our 

best to eliminate the anxiety factor. 

 Successful cases with alternative currency 

 Itaka hour: Currency Issued to Promote Local Economy in Ithaca, USA.  

 constant: Professor Ralph Borsodi of New Hampshire, USA, made his 

contribution to the fund, and now he keeps his monetary value by 

incorporating food and raw materials.  

 ReBorn Platform as a means of storing real asset values of coins 

 Asset owners who are sensitive to ownership changes can use the pool of 

third-party coins through their own electronic wallet account provided by "Re 

Born Platform".. 

 

This is a block-chain property free from external influences and a minimum value 

given by the "Reborn Platform". 

 



ReBorn Energy as an actual assets premium of liquidity 

 In general, some types of physical assets involve a lot of time and complex 

procedures to fluidize it, and it takes 3% to 15% of the target money for costs 

from multiple steps. 

 

 As the "ReBorn Platform" is only involved in the process of proving value, the 

commission will be determined at the minimum cost, and the reduction in 

commission means the increase in asset value. 

 

 Asset holders with ReBorn Pay (RBP) can acquire ReBorn Energy (RBE) as well as 

a typical encrypted money Bit Coin and Ethereum through the "ReBorn Platform“ 

 On the other hand, asset holders can acquire ReBorn Energy (RBE) by sale. 

 

 Acquired ReBorn Energy (RBE) can be used in the real economy through the "Re 

Born Platform" by acquiring ReBorn PAY (RBP). 

ReBorn Energy as a standard of value reflecting diversity in actual assets 

 ReBorn Energy (RBE) Assets that are embedded in the pool of fluidization will be 

selected, but our team has sufficient empirical knowledge and skills to 

accommodate that diversity. 

 Executing multiple types of asset fluidization means that ReBorn Energy (RBE) 

plays a role as an indicator for storing and moving the value of the encrypted 

currency, and is also the ultimate value of ReBorn Energy (RBE). 

Reborn Energy as the actual assets 

 We have explained the mechanism of issuing ReBorn energy (RBE). In addition, 

we will apply ReBorn Energy (RBE) in view of use to various industries in addition 

to environment friendly renewable energy industry. 

 

 The interlocking of ReBorn PAY (RBP) and ReBorn Energy (RBE) which can use 

contents connected with PG company and VAN company according to each 



country, it is possible to use at the merchant that is suitable to the countries 

around the world. 

 

 In addition to establishing separate corporation establishment for each country 

in the field of off-line eco-friendly renewable energy business, we will establish a 

separate corporation for "ReBorn Platform" contents or develop appropriate 

financial products for each country through MOU, and as another way of 

exchanging on online, (RBE) will be the independent trend with making virtual 

money business andsteady job creation. 

 

 The essences of encryption currency using block-chain technology are anonymity, 

transparency of transaction, reliability based on democratic procedure. The "Re 

Born Platform" has created ReBorn Energy (RBE) through anxiety and 

consideration of how to enhance the intrinsic value of the encryption currency, 

hoping that this ability will be clearer and stronger. 

 

 ReBorn Energy (RBE) will be attractive as an innovative financial utility that never 

be compared with any other encryption currencies in terms of birth and 

utilization. 

 

Re Born Energy Bloc 

Distribution system 

Name and sign ReBorn Energy Bloc (RBE) 

Total supply 3,800,000,000 RBE  

The number of decimal place 8   

Block chain Ethereum ERC20 compatible with ETH and RBE 

Way to distribution Applied by roadmap Relevant with system 

developing schedule 

※ Plans are changeable by company asset condition. 



Ecosystem of ReBorn Energy Bloc 

● The "ReBorn Platform" estimates the value of the block chain high in time, and in the 

background of ownership of the financial service infra, the "ReBorn Platform" is for 

respond flexibly and actively to technological and environmental changes related to the 

block chain and financial services. 

 

● Theseefforts will greatly contribute to expanding and activating the ReBorn Energy 

(RBE) ecosystem and air dropping to ReBorn Coin (RBC). 

 

● The RBE team is working towards the "ReBorn Platform" network to provide an 

opportunity for all users to benefit and create fair assets. 

 

<Beyond the limits> 

The "ReBorn Platform" works safely anytime, anywhere in the world. 

Real economy, finance, and encryption Money is connected through on / off block-chain 

technology to serve through a single platform. This means diversity of financial services, 

and it is a solution that brings users a better life. 

 

<Create trust> 

We recognize that PinTech's essence lies in building user’s trust. 

To innovation, the "ReBorn Platform" will establish a one-step trust in safety through the 

security system in accordance with the ERC20 standard contract based on the three 

elements chosen.  

 

We provide two-step trust by providing optimized services for each user and improving 

convenience and service quality. 

 

The trust building process is completed by focusing on the role of users to support the 

service to increase the participation of the free network and ecosystem utilization. 

 

 

 

 



Re Born Energy Block Road Map   

ReBorn Energy (RBE) will do its best to complete the roadmap milestones one by one. 

In addition to maintaining the openness and transparency of our communication 

channels, ReBorn Energy (RBE) will provide up-to-date information on its progress 

through our newsletter  and  SNS. 

 

April 1 Week , 2018 

Open free sale homepage ReBorn Energy Bloc 

Individual membership registration and Create account wallet 

Beginning on change ETH with RBE 

Go ahead ReBorn Energy Bloc Private 

The first Private April 1 ~ 30 , 2018  

The second Private May 1 ~ May 31 , 2018 

May 2 Week , 2018 

Beta test by affiliated concern, Cobusysell 

June 2018 

ReBorn Energy Bloc deal by Cobuysell 

July 2018 

Formally Pre Ico 

Developing smart electronic wallet, payment system for ReBorn pay connected with 

individual counties  

(Connecting test with stock market and ReBorn pay) 

August 2018 



Initiation of International Trade Center transactions (listing stocks) 

2018.  

Promoting the establish and corporate Contracts which is connected by platform with 

individual country 

Contents extension by smart electronic wallet of ReBorn pay, payment system 

2019. 

Chamhana system promotes corporate contracts on the spot by nations, Utilizing MOU 

business 

2019.  

Determine whether RBE air drops to RBC (ReBorn Energy Coin) 

 

Technology of Reborn Energy Bloc  

Outline 

The most widely used encryption currency, including bit coin and light coin, was a 

pioneer in block chain technology. Both were robust and innovative, but they were very 

limited because they did not scale to handle thousands of transactions per second and 

transaction fee was high on public networks. 

The next thing that emerged was ethereum, which spread the power of smart contracts 

to the world. This technology has created new market demand for "intelligent block 

chains" with the ability to run distributed applications. However, the problem of slow 

transaction speed (1 hour for bit coin) and impossible to respond to external (non block 

chain) events even though it is a smart contract is exposed and is rarely practically.  



The next-generation Graphene-based block chain based on the DPOS mechanism has 

evaluated as a upgrade of the block chain technology by solving the transaction speed 

problem. 

But again, it was not powerful as we expected enough to handle millions of transactions 

very quickly, store terabyte of asset-related files, and perform high-performance tasks. 

Core functions 

1. ReBorn Energy (RBE) is used in preference to the ERC20 standard security protocol, 

and the synchronized value of the "ReBorn Platform" is reflected and maintained. 

2. In "ReBorn Platform," the asset management block chain is based on a Steemit 

(Graphene) block chain that stores a large number of objects, including asset, owner, and 

file references. By using the distributed Oracles' Aeternity idea (a scalable smart contract 

solution) to provide reliable connections to physical systems that contain information 

about specific types of assets. 

 

3. ReBorn Energy (RBE) can handle complex, high-performance operations such as text 

recognition, distributed neural network training and execution using distributed 

computing systems similar to distributed computing systems based on technology 

adopted in Apache Hadoop. 

4 "Re Born Platform" e-Wallet was developed with a unique KEY value based on open 

source code examples that is proven concept for delivering the best financial services to 

billions of users worldwide. The strength of the "Re Born Platform" is low cost and fast 

transaction speed. 



Evolution of technology 

We are testing platforms with Hyper record technology. This technology can record asset 

information in cryptography system, and in the case of sharing and copying, it makes the 

tamper of original difficult and can save disk space. Additional security technologies are 

also being tested to prepare the emergence of quantum computers. 

Security 

To ensure 100% security, we implemented DDoS attack security and built a smart grid. 

We will also implement the following safeguards before coin distribution: 

 security inspection by a third person 

 Escrow 

 Multiple elements certification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RBE smart wallet 

1. "ReBorn Platform" smart wallet is a proprietary, secure and compatible coin and 

ReBorn PAY wallet that is stored in a block chain database that is never modulated or 

hacked and is private It is managed in block chain. (Coin purse only as of April 2018) 

2. "ReBorn Platform" Smart Wallet performs proof of coin ownership. It is designed to be 

exchanged for ReBorn PAY (RBP) in conjunction with a block-chain network according to 

certain security rules. 

3. "ReBorn Platform" smart wallet can get information from a variety of applications such 

as content provided by the "ReBorn Platform" or additional affiliate business or 

synchronized external financial services. 

4. If you own the encryption currency, create, own, and use the "ReBorn Platform" 

account. It will provide convenience of living. 

 

Legal effects on Reborn Energy 

Important matters 

Due to a number of changes to related policies, laws and regulations, technology, 

economics and other factors, the information provided in this white paper may not be 

accurate, may not be reliable or final, and may change several times. 

This file is offered only for reference. 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) is not responsible for the accuracy and legitimacy of the 

information provided. Anyone wishing to make a purchase should not rely solely on the 

information in this white paper. We encourage buyers to conduct their own 



investigations prior to investing 

In essence, this document is a business proposal or business promotional document, and 

in no case is it legally binding. The information in this document is for reference only, 

and the purchaser of the token must take extra care of himself. 

 

Legal effects on Reborn Energy  

ReBorn Energy (RBE) is a block chain token that is a digital coin generated in a block 

chain as part of a distributed software protocol. RBE is a utility currency designed to 

support transaction or service usage on the "ReBorn Platform" as an encrypted currency 

issued on the Ethereum platform based on the ERC20 standard contract. 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) does not grant the right to participate in the company's ownership, 

equity or company control, direction or decision-making. Individuals, businesses and 

other organizations should carefully examine the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring 

ReBorn Energy (RBE).We do not make promises regarding the future performance or 

value of ReBorn Energy (RBE) without any promise of unique value, no commitment to 

continue payment, no decline in RBE value or certain value. 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) is non-refundable. 

Buyer of ReBorn Energy (RBE) must assume the exclusive risk of purchasing ReBorn 

Energy (RBE), and be aware that "Re Born Platform" is under development and may have 

significant changes 

 

 



 Anti-Money laundering law (AML) 

Buyer agrees not to engage in any form of money laundering, illegal currency 

transactions and other limited activities through ReBorn Energy (RBE) and other related 

derivatives, if any. Each Buyer must be aware that ReBorn Energy (RBE) and other related 

derivatives may not be sold, exchanged, or disposed of directly or indirectly for the 

purpose of money laundering 

 

Limitations on purchasing and using RBE  

U.S.A 

In July 2017, the SEC determined that some of the tokens (coins) could be considered 

securities, which are subject to regulatory agency regulations. 

The SEC also has stopped distributing Protostar's tokens, a distributed application that 

allows content creators to receive money from fans and investors in exchange for 

channel revenue. The reason for this is that it promises profit sharing (dividends) and as 

a result did not pass the Howey test written by the US jury. 

• ReBorn Energy (RBE) should not be purchased to pursue the potential benefits to itself 

• ReBorn Energy (RBE) must be understood that it is made to support asset owner, 

service provider or asset buyer’s quick and concise transactions in the "Re Born Platform". 

• ReBorn Energy (RBE) does not make investment contracts that benefit from 

management efforts. ReBorn Energy (RBE) is not for investment or currency speculation, 

and ReBorn Energy (RBE) supports good users who want to purchase ReBorn Energy 

(RBE) for their intended purpose, You have the right to refuse to distribute the RBE. All 

decisions are made directly by ReBorn Energy (RBE) holders. 

We temporarily stop providing ReBorn Energy (RBE) to US citizens until a clear 

explanation of the regulations of the SEC and other responsible US authorities is 

available. 

 

 

 

 



CANADA, SINGAPORE, HONGKONG 

In Singapore, Canada and Hong Kong, progress has been made in the area of encryption 

currency regulation. In July 2017, the Singapore Securities and Exchange Commission 

(MAS) stated that "tokens will be in the jurisdiction when constituting products regulated 

by the Securities and Futures Act." In early September 2017, the Securities and Futures 

Commission (SFS) of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (SFS) announced 

that certificates issued through the ICO could be classified as securities. 

Citizens of Canada, Singapore and Hong Kong can use ReBorn Energy (RBE) to pay for 

asset securitization services or exchange for other encrypted currencies (bit coins, Ether, 

etc.) that are not linked to assets. 

 

SOUTH KOREA 

In September 2017, the Korean Financial Supervisory Commission banned Korean 

companies from implementing ICOs. ReBorn Energy (RBE) may stop distribution of 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) in Korea if the Financial Supervisory Authority prohibits Korean 

citizens from participating in ICOs or pre-sales activities conducted by foreign companies. 

 

RBE and ReBorn platform 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) is a token that is traded on an international exchange and whose 

assets and prices are linked. ReBorn Energy (RBE) is entitled to a fair price equal to the 

value of an asset if the asset owner has properly created the block. 

 

Legal issues about smart conclusion of a contract 

As introduced earlier, ReBorn Energy (RBE) is deployed based on contracts traded 

through the International Exchange. We will fully comply with applicable laws within the 

scope of using and defining the individual ERC20 standard security protocol. In particular, 

we will comply with the personal information security rules required by law. 

 



Data protection & privacy policy 

The distribution and purchase of asset linkage tokens or coins of ReBorn Energy (RBE) 

and "ReBorn Platform" may require personal information. Personal information is 

information that identifies an individual. Examples of personal information collected 

include name, address, email address, mobile phone number, and nationality. Personal 

information may be collected in a variety of ways, including through our website, 

communications documents, mobile phones and email. We accept your internal privacy 

policy and ensure your privacy by following the Terms of Use. 

 

Generally, an individual has the right to make a request to the bank to clear the 

transaction details on the banking system. However, due to the nature of the block chain, 

it is not permissible to delete any data about the terminated transaction. Users doing 

transactions through the block chain thus represent and justify acknowledgment of the 

above, and give up the right to demand removal of such data from the block chain. 

We will endeavor to address and manage the legal and regulatory risks that may arise to 

protect our users. 

 

KYC (Know Your Customer) and Fraud prevention 

As a Worldwide business, the "ReBorn Platform" is exposed to unpredictable situation 

risks. However, our role is to give our customers and ReBorn Energy (RBE) holders a 

great deal of attention to minimize risk and provide a safe and transparent business 

model.In order to ensure that our services are not used by the user in an unwanted 



direction or by criminals, or even criminal motives, 

(1) collect sufficient information about the customer, 

(2) conduct a due diligence on the encrypted currency assets that can be traded on the 

"ReBorn Platform" 

(3) We intend to strengthen service operations by marking suspected customers and 

operators 

Contexts and way of expression of this report 

ReBorn Energy (RBE) is not a security in any country. This white paper is not a business 

guide and does not provide any kind of related documentation. 

Nothing in this white paper provides or appeals to you for advice on obtaining ReBorn 

Energy (RBE). It is also not relevant as a basis for contracts or investment decisions. 

This white paper is based on forward-looking statements and is subject to change and is 

subject to change in internal and external business environment, so you should be aware 

that you are not responsible for representation, warranty, promise, or consent. 

 

Immunity from obligation 

To the extent permitted by applicable laws, regulations, and rules, ReBorn Energy and its 

distributor shall have no liability for any damages (income, loss of benefit, loss by using, 

loss of data. etc) by whole contents or parts of this white paper. 

                                           

 

Contact Email : greenreborn.info@gmail.com 


